
W-trap the effective wasp trap 

Typical applications of use are:

• Around the house
• Amusement parks
• Terraces

www.insective.com



Wasps are a common problem in the summer and autumn. Towards the end 
of summer- and in autumn - they become increasingly more aggressive and 
there is growing chance of being stung.

To stop this nuisance from wasps, 
Alcochem has developed a multi-
functional wasp trap unit, the 
so-called W-trap.

The trap consists of a cup holder with a 
conical opening at the bottom. This will 
allow easy access for wasps, but avoid 
that entered wasps can exit the trap.

A screw lid is placed on the top of the 
wasp trap which can be used to open 
up the wasp trap and empty it regularly. 

The colour and materials of the 
W-trap are chosen to combine a good 
performance with durability.  The wasp 
trap is suited for outdoor and indoor 
use.

The supplied base can be used to place 
the wasp trap in table top position or in 
a suspended position

You need to use the wasp trap with 
a wasp attractant.(*)  We strongly 
recommend to use the Alcochem 
wasp trap attractant, which is optimised 
for effective and fast wasp trapping. 

Not only does the scent lure wasps 
swiftly into the W-trap, but the 
additional natural vinaigrette ensures 
that the trapped wasp are seduced 
very quickly and fall into the fluid 
(attractant i.c. with water), hereby 
offering a fast kill.

The wasp attractant is developed on 
a non-chemical and environmental 
friendly basis and is absolutely harmless 
to humans and animals.

Key features:
The wasp trap has been designed 
to offer durability and ease of use, 
combined with a realistic price for both 
end users as well as industrial users.

(*)  1 package of our attractant is included 

in the scope of supply 

Specifications: 

Material  :  transparent yellow PP plastic, black holder

Attraction medium :  Wasp trap attractant Insective Art. no. : 2.13.4901

Mounting position : Free standing or hanging (rope included)

Article number :  2.13.4050

Product dimensions :  13 x 20 cm (Diameter x H)

Guarantee :  1 year on mechanical failures 

CE-approval :  yes

Key markets:

• Household use
• Terraces
• Beach areas
• Hotel areas
• Swimming pools
• Amusement parks
• Shopping areas
• Zoo’s 
• Stable yards
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